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Abstract
Using the helicity formalism, we compute the corrections to the tree-level multigluon
amplitudes in the high-energy limit, induced by the corrections to the multi-Regge kine-
matics, and we show that they coincide with the corresponding Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes
at fixed helicities.
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1 Introduction
The Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (FKL) multigluon amplitudes [1], [2] are the building blocks
of the Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov (BFKL) theory [3], which describes the dynam-
ics of a short-distance strong-interaction process in the limit of high squared parton
center-of-mass energy sˆ and fixed momentum transfer tˆ. In the BFKL theory, the lead-
ing logarithmic contributions, in ln(sˆ/tˆ), to the scattering amplitude with exchange of
a color-singlet two-gluon ladder in the crossed channel are computed. At tˆ = 0 the
amplitude is related via the sˆ-channel unitarity to the total parton cross section with
exchange of a one-gluon ladder.
The FKL multigluon amplitudes are computed in the multi-Regge kinematics, which
requires that the final-state gluons are strongly ordered in rapidity and have comparable
transverse momentum. They assume a simpler analytic form when the helicities of the
incoming and the outgoing gluons are explicitly fixed [4] and [5]. In addition, in ref. [5] it
was shown that at the tree level, and for the helicity configurations they have in common,
the FKL amplitudes coincide with the Parke-Taylor (PT) amplitudes [6] computed in
the multi-Regge kinematics.
The BFKL theory has several phenomenological applications, among which to the
evolution of the F2 structure function in deeply inelastic scattering in the small xbj
regime [7], and to the behavior of the dijet production cross section at large rapidity
intervals in hadron-hadron collisions [8]. The phenomenology, however, is limited from
large theoretical uncertainties, due to the lack of knowledge of the next-to-leading log-
arithmic corrections to the BFKL theory. Accordingly, real next-to-leading corrections
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[9], [10], [11] induced by the corrections to the multi-Regge kinematics, and virtual next-
to-leading-logarithmic corrections [10], [12] to the FKL amplitudes have been computed.
The real next-to-leading corrections, once integrated over the phase space, will yield the
real next-to-leading-logarithmic corrections to the BFKL equation.
The corrections to the tree-level FKL amplitudes [9], [10], [11] arise from the kine-
matical regions in which two gluons or a quark-antiquark pair are produced with likewise
rapidity, either at the ends of or along the ladder, which we term the forward-rapidity
and the central-rapidity regions, respectively. The goal of this paper is to reexamine the
purely gluonic corrections [9] to the tree-level FKL amplitudes from the standpoint of
the helicity formalism.
In sect. 2 we summarize the contents of ref. [5], namely the computation of the
FKL amplitudes in the helicity formalism and their equivalence to the PT amplitudes
in the multi-Regge kinematics. In sect. 3 we compute the next-to-leading corrections to
the FKL amplitudes in the forward-rapidity region: a) by using the helicity formalism,
i.e. by specifying the PT amplitudes to the kinematics with two gluons produced with
likewise rapidity in a forward-rapidity region (sect. 3.1); b) by fixing the helicities in the
Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes [9] (sect. 3.2). The amplitudes, computed in the two different
ways, coincide and have a fairly simple analytic form at fixed helicities. As a bookkeeping
device to list the leading color configurations we have found useful the two-sided lego-
plot picture [13] which we used extensively in the multi-Regge kinematics [5] and [14]. In
sect. 4 we consider the next-to-leading corrections to the FKL amplitudes in the central-
rapidity region. In the helicity formalism, the PT amplitudes allow us to compute the
configurations with the two gluons in the central-rapidity region produced with equal
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helicity (sect. 4.1), however to analyse the case in which the two central gluons have
opposite helicities we must consider the amplitudes with 3 negative-helicity gluons [15],
[16] (sect. 4.2). In sect. 4.3 we fix the helicities in the Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes and show
that they coincide with the respective amplitudes in the helicity formalism (sect. 4.1 and
4.2). We note, though, that both for the corrections in the forward-rapidity (sect. 3)
and in the central-rapidity (sect. 4) regions, the algebra involved is simpler starting from
the helicity amplitudes than by fixing the helicities in the Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes. In
sect. 5 we summarize the results of this paper and present our conclusions.
2 The multigluon amplitudes in the multi-Regge kine-
matics in the helicity formalism
We consider the production of n + 2 gluons of momentum pi, with i = 0, ..., n + 1 and
n ≥ 0, in the scattering between two gluons of momenta pA and pB, and we assume that
the produced gluons fulfill the multi-Regge kinematics, i.e. we require that the gluons
are strongly ordered in rapidity y and have comparable transverse momentum,
y0 ≫ y1 ≫ ...≫ yn+1; |pi⊥| ≃ |p⊥| . (1)
The tree-level amplitude for the production of n+2 gluons in the multiregge kinematics
has been computed in ref.[2] (Fig.1),
iMad0 ...dn+1bνAν0...νn+1νB = 2i sˆ
(
ig fad0c1 ΓµA µ0
)
ǫνA∗µA (pA)ǫ
ν0
µ0(p0)
1
tˆ1
×
(
ig f c1d1c2 Cµ1(q1, q2)
)
ǫν1µ1(p1)
1
tˆ2
× (2)
3
××
(
ig f cndncn+1 Cµn(qn, qn+1)
)
ǫνnµn(pn)
1
tˆn+1
×
(
ig f bdn+1cn+1 Γµb µn+1
)
ǫνB∗µB (pB)ǫ
νn+1
µn+1(pn+1) ,
where a, d0, ..., dn+1, b, and ǫA, ǫ0, ..., ǫB are respectively the colors and the polarizations
of the gluons, the ν’s are the helicities, the q’s are the momenta of the gluons exchanged
in the tˆ channel, and tˆi = q
2
i ≃ −|qi⊥|2. The Γ-tensors [2] are,
ΓµAµ0(pA, p0, pB) = g
µAµ0 − p
µ0
A p
µA
B
pA · pB −
pµ0B p
µA
0
p0 · pB + p
µ0
B p
µA
B
pA · p0
pA · pB p0 · pB , (3)
ΓµBµn+1(pB, pn+1, pA) = g
µBµn+1 − p
µB
A p
µn+1
B
pA · pB −
p
µn+1
A p
µB
n+1
pA · pn+1 + p
µn+1
A p
µB
A
pB · pn+1
pA · pB pA · pn+1 ,
and the Lipatov vertex [1] is
Cµ(qi, qi+1) =
[
(qi + qi+1)
µ
⊥ −
(
sˆAi
sˆ
+ 2
tˆi+1
sˆBi
)
pµB +
(
sˆBi
sˆ
+ 2
tˆi
sˆAi
)
pµA
]
, (4)
with qµi⊥ = (0, 0; qi⊥) and the Mandelstam invariants as given by eq.(104) (Appendix B).
The Γ-tensors and the Lipatov vertex are gauge invariant,
ΓµAµ0(pA, p0, pB) p
µ0
0 = Γ
µAµ0(pA, p0, pB) p
µA
A = 0 (5)
C(qi, qi+1) · pi = 0 ,
making thus the amplitude (2) invariant with respect to arbitrary gauge transformations.
The Γ-tensors conserve the helicity at the production vertices for the first and the last
gluon along the ladder. The square of the Lipatov vertex (4), which forms the kernel of
the BFKL equation [3], is
Cµ(qi, qi+1)C
µ′(qi, qi+1)
∑
ν
ǫνµ(pi)ǫ
ν∗
µ′ (pi) (6)
= −Cµ(qi, qi+1)Cµ′(qi, qi+1)gµµ′ = 4 |qi⊥|
2|qi+1⊥|2
|pi⊥|2 ,
4
using the gauge invariance. Thus in the square (6) of the Lipatov vertex several can-
cellations have occurred, making the square of the vertex simpler than the vertex itself.
One of the goals in using the helicity formalism, which we now turn to, is to achieve the
simplicity of eq.(6) already at the amplitude level.
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Figure 1: Multigluon amplitude in multiregge kinematics at the tree level. The blobs
remind that non-local effective Lipatov vertices are used for the gluon emissions along
the ladder.
2.1 The Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov amplitudes at fixed helicities
We choose the representation (93) (Appendix A) for the polarizations. This is equivalent
to use a physical gauge. Accordingly, we must specify a reference vector with respect
to which we compute the polarizations in eq.(2), but thanks to the gauge invariance the
choice is arbitrary. The contraction of the Lipatov vertex with the gluon polarization in
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eq.(2) is [4], [5],
ǫ+(pi, pA) · C(qi, qi+1) =
√
2
q∗i⊥qi+1⊥
pi⊥
. (7)
From eq.(95) (Appendix A), the contractions of the helicity-conserving tensors (3) with
the gluon polarizations are,
ΓµBµn+1 ǫ+∗µB (pB, pA) ǫ
+
µn+1
(pn+1, pA) = −p
∗
n+1⊥
pn+1⊥
, (8)
ΓµAµ0 ǫ+∗µA(pA, pB) ǫ
+
µ0
(p0, pB) = −1 .
The product of the structure constants in eq.(2) may be rewritten as a trace of nested
commutators of λ matrices, the color matrices in the fundamental representation of
SU(Nc)
fad0c1 f c1d1c2 · · · f cndncn+1f bdn+1cn+1
= −2 (−i)n+2 tr
(
λa
[
λd0 ,
[
λd1 , ...,
[
λdn+1 , λb
]]])
(9)
= −2 (−i)n+2 tr

λaλd0 · · ·λdn+1λb − n+1∑
j=0
λaλd0 · · ·λdj−1λdj+1 · · ·λdn+1λbλdj
+
∑
j<k
λaλd0 · · ·λdj−1λdj+1 · · ·λdk−1λdk+1 · · ·λdn+1λbλdkλdj + · · ·

 .
Substituting eq.(7), (8) and (9) into eq.(2), the FKL amplitude for the configuration
with all the gluons having helicity ν = + becomes,
iM(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) (10)
= i(−1)n+1 22+n/2 gn+2 sˆ 1∏n+1
i=0 pi⊥
tr
(
λa
[
λd0 ,
[
λd1 , ...,
[
λdn+1 , λb
]]])
.
The configuration with all the helicities ν = − is obtained by replacing the complex
conjugates of eq.(7) and (8) into eq.(2), which amounts to exchange
∏
i pi⊥ with
∏
i p
∗
i⊥
in eq.(10).
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The calculation of the FKL amplitude for the other helicity configurations at the
helicity-conserving vertices is obtained from the one of eq.(10), by taking the suitable
complex conjugates of the contractions (8),
M(pA,−; p0,−; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) = M(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) , (11)
M(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pn+1,−; pB,−) = M(pA,−; p0,−; ...; pn+1,−; pB,−) , (12)
=
(
pn+1⊥
p∗n+1⊥
)2
M(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) ,
with helicities νi = + and i = 1, ..., n. Finally, changing the helicity of a gluon along the
ladder by means of eq.(7), the amplitude (10) changes only by a phase,
M(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pj−1,+; pj,−; pj+1,+; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) (13)
=
pi⊥qi⊥q
∗
i+1⊥
p∗i⊥q
∗
i⊥qi+1⊥
M(pA,+; p0,+; ...; pn+1,+; pB,+) .
2.2 The Parke-Taylor amplitudes in the multi-Regge kinemat-
ics
A tree-level multigluon amplitude in a helicity basis has in general the form [17]
Mn =
∑
[A,0,...,n+1,B]
tr(λaλd0 · · ·λdn+1λb)m(p˜A, ǫA; p0, ǫ0; ...; pn+1, ǫn+1; p˜B, ǫB) , (14)
where the sum is over the noncyclic permutations of the color orderings [A, 0, ..., B].
Considering all the momenta as outgoing, the PT amplitudes describe the maximally
helicity-violating configurations (−,−,+, ...,+) for which the subamplitudes,
m(p˜A, ǫA; p0, ǫ0; ...; pn+1, ǫn+1; p˜B, ǫB), invariant with respect to tranformations between
7
physical gauges, assume the form [6], [17]2,
im(−,−,+, ...,+) = 22+n/2 i gn+2 〈pipj〉
4
〈p˜Ap0〉 · · · 〈pn+1p˜B〉〈p˜Bp˜A〉 , (15)
where i and j are the gluons of negative helicity, and the ordering of the spinor prod-
ucts in the denominator is set by the permutation of the color ordering [A, 0, ..., B]. The
subamplitudes (15) are exact, i.e. valid for arbitrary kinematics. In eq.(15) the represen-
tation (93) (Appendix A) for the gluon polarization has been used. The configurations
(+,+,−, ...,−) are then obtained by replacing the 〈pk〉 products with [kp] products.
Computing the spinor products in eq.(15) by means of eq.(105) (Appendix B), we
find that the leading color orderings in the multi-Regge kinematics are given by the 2n+2
configurations which respect the rapidity ordering on the two-sided lego plot in rapidity
and azimuthal angle [5], [13], [14]. The second side of the lego plot is obtained by
untwisting the color lines in a given color ordering. An example for the color orderings
[A, 0, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., n + 1, B, j], with j = 0, ..., n + 1, is given in Fig. 2. All the
leading color orderings are the ones given by eq.(9). Then for the helicity configurations
of eq.(10), (11) and (12), the PT amplitudes in the multi-Regge kinematics are equal to
the FKL amplitudes [5].
2Note that eq.(15) differs for the
√
2 factors from the expression given in ref.[17], because we use the
standard normalization of the λ matrices, tr(λaλb) = δab/2.
8
Figure 2: a) PT amplitude with color ordering [A, 0, ..., j − 1, j + 1, ..., n+ 1, B, j], and
b) its untwisted version on the two-sided lego plot.
3 Next-to-leading corrections in the forward-rapidity
region
In order to compute the next-to-leading corrections to the FKL amplitudes in the
forward-rapidity region, we consider the production of 3 gluons of momenta k1, k2 and p
′
in the scattering between two gluons of momenta k0 and p, with gluons k1 and k2 in the
forward-rapidity region of gluon k0 (Fig. 3); thus we require that gluons k1 and k2 have
likewise rapidity, but much larger than the one of p′, and that they all have comparable
transverse momenta,
y1 ≃ y2 ≫ y′ ; |k1⊥| ≃ |k2⊥| ≃ |p′⊥| . (16)
9
We are going to show that the amplitude for the production of 3 gluons in the helicity
configuration (−k0,−ν0; k1, ν1; k2, ν2; p′, ν ′;−p,−ν) may be written as,
iM(−k0,−ν0; k1, ν1; k2, ν2; p′, ν ′;−p,−ν)
= 2
√
2 i g3
sˆ
|p′⊥|2
C−νν′(−p, p′) {A−ν0ν1ν2(−k0, k1, k2) (17)
×tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd − λd0λd1λd2λdλd′ + λd0λd′λdλd2λd1 − λd0λdλd′λd2λd1
)
−B−ν0ν1ν2(−k0, k1, k2) tr
(
λd0λd1λd
′
λdλd2 − λd0λd2λdλd′λd1
)
+ (1↔ 2)
}
,
with the production vertex C of gluon p′ determined by the first of eq.(8),
C−+(−p, p′) = p
′∗
⊥
p′⊥
C+−(−p, p′) = C∗−+(−p, p′) , (18)
and with the vertices A and B computed in sect. 3.1. The following considerations
motivate the analytic form of eq.(17): because of the large rapidity interval between
gluons k1 and k2 and gluon p
′ we expect the amplitude to be dominated by gluon exchange
in the crossed channel, and thus to scale like sˆ/|p′⊥|2, −|p′⊥|2 being the momentum
transfer tˆ (108) (Appendix C). In addition, we write eq.(17) in such a way to stress
that the vertex C of gluon p′ and the vertices A and B of gluons k1 and k2, which
the amplitude factorizes into, transform separately into their complex conjugates under
the respective helicity reversal, as the whole amplitude does under the overall helicity
reversal.
3.1 The Parke-Taylor amplitudes
We fix p˜A = −k0 and p˜B = −p in eq.(14). From the spinor products (109) (Appendix C)
and eq.(15) we note that the leading helicity configurations are the ones for which the
10
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Figure 3: Leading helicity configurations of the 3-gluon production amplitude, with 2
negative-helicity gluons. The gluons are labelled by their momenta, always taken as
outgoing, their colors and helicities. Gluons k1 and k2 are produced in the forward-
rapidity region of gluon k0.
pair of negative-helicity gluons is one of the following (Fig. 3),
(−p,−k0), (−p, ki), (p′,−k0), (p′, ki), (19)
with i = 1, 2, and to start out we consider the pair (−p,−k0) (Fig. 3a). From eq.(15)
we have,
im(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−) = 4
√
2 i g3
〈k0p〉4
〈k0k1〉〈k1k2〉〈k2p′〉〈p′p〉〈pk0〉 . (20)
We insert eq.(20) back into eq.(14) and examine all the color orderings, as in ref. [5] and
[14]. We start with the ordering [0, 1, 2, p′, p] (Fig.4a). Using the spinor products (109)
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Figure 4: 3-gluon production amplitude in the color ordering (a) [0, 1, 2, p′, p] and (b)
(1↔ 2).
(Appendix C), the identity (90) (Appendix A) and eq.(18), we obtain
coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd
)
≡ 2
√
2 i g3
sˆ
|p′⊥|2
C−+(−p, p′)A−++(−k0, k1, k2) (21)
A−++(−k0, k1, k2) = 2 p
′
⊥
k1⊥
1
k2⊥ − k1⊥ k
+
2
k+
1
,
which has a massless divergence when gluons 1 and 2 become collinear. In the multi-
Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2, the second term in the denominator of A−++ drops out, and
eq.(21) is in agreement with the corresponding color ordering of eq.(10), for n = 1. We
keep then fixed the position of gluons k0 and p in the color ordering and permute the
outgoing gluons. The contribution of the ordering [0, 2, 1, p′, p] (Fig.4b) is obtained by
exchanging the labels 1 and 2 in eq.(21), however the ensuing coefficient is subleading in
the multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2. Every other color configuration with all the gluons on
the front of the lego plot is subleading to the required accuracy.
Next, we move gluon p one step to the left and consider the color orderings [0, 1, 2, p, p′]
and (1↔ 2). These correspond to untwisting the color lines as done in Fig. 2, and having
gluon p′ on the back of the two-sided plot (Fig.5a and 5b). Using the spinor products
12
Figure 5: 3-gluon production amplitude in the color ordering (a) [0, 1, 2, p, p′] and (b)
(1↔ 2); (c) [0, 1, p′, p, 2] and (d) (1↔ 2).
(109) (Appendix C) we find,
〈k0k1〉〈k1k2〉〈k2p〉〈pp′〉〈p′k0〉 = −〈k0k1〉〈k1k2〉〈k2p′〉〈p′p〉〈pk0〉 , (22)
with the product on the right-hand side computed in eq.(21). Then we take gluon 2 to
the back of the two-sided plot (Fig.5c) and consider the color ordering [0, 1, p′, p, 2]. The
spinor products yield,
coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd
′
λdλd2
)
≡ −2
√
2 i g3
sˆ
|p′⊥|2
C−+(−p, p′)B−++(−k0, k1, k2) (23)
B−++(−k0, k1, k2) = 2 p
′
⊥
k1⊥k2⊥
.
The color ordering of eq.(23) does not contain the massless divergence when gluons 1
and 2 become collinear and is in agreement with the corresponding color ordering in the
multi-Regge limit (10), for n = 1. The fact that the color ordering [0, 1, p′, p, 2] is finite in
the collinear limit 2k1 ·k2 → 0, whether we compute it in the multi-Regge kinematics (1)
or in the next-to-leading corrections to it (16), means that, in order to exhibit a collinear
divergence, gluons 1 and 2 must be produced with equal rapidity and azimuthal angle
and be adjacent in color space, or, in lego-plot language, that the two gluons must be
13
overlapping on the plot and be produced on the same side. Finally, eq.(23) is invariant
under exchange of the labels 1 and 2, thus the color ordering [0, 2, p′, p, 1] (Fig.5d) yields
the same contribution as in eq.(23), and in particular,
B−++(−k0, k1, k2) = A−++(−k0, k1, k2) + A−++(−k0, k2, k1) . (24)
The remaining two color configurations with one gluon on the back of the two-sided plot
are subleading.
The other color configurations, with two or three gluons on the back of the two-sided
plot, are obtained by taking the color orderings [0, 1, 2, p′, p], [0, 1, 2, p, p′], [0, 1, p′, p, 2],
and (1↔ 2) in reverse order. Because of the ciclicity of the traces and the identity (90)
(Appendix A), this yields the same result as in eq.(21), (22) and (23) but with opposite
sign.
Substituting then eq.(21-23) into eq.(14), we obtain the 3-gluon production amplitude
in the helicity configuration (20) in the form of eq.(17) with C−+, A−++ and B−++
given in eq.(18), (21) and (23) respectively. In the multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2, the
4 color configurations obtained by exchanging gluons k1 and k2 on the same side of
the lego plot (Fig.4b and 5b and analogous ones with front and back of the lego plot
exchanged) become subleading. Thus out of the 12 color configurations of eq.(17), only
the 8 configurations given by eq.(9) for n = 1 survive, and eq.(17) is reduced to eq.(10).
Then we consider the other helicity configurations (Fig. 3b-f) in eq.(19). Substituting
the product 〈k0p〉4 in eq.(20) with the suitable product according to the pair of negative-
helicity gluons considered, we obtain,
M(−k0,+; k1,−; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−)
14
=
1(
1 +
k+
2
k+
1
)2 M(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−) (25)
M(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′,−;−p,+)
=
(
p′⊥
p′∗⊥
)2
M(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−) (26)
M(−k0,+; k1,−; k2,+; p′,−;−p,+)
=
(
p′⊥
p′∗⊥
)2
M(−k0,+; k1,−; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−) . (27)
In the multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2, eq.(25) (Fig. 3b) agrees with eq.(11). Eq.(26)
(Fig. 3d) is already in agreement with its multi-Regge limit, eq.(12), since the am-
plitude factorizes and the lower vertex is insensitive to the next-to-leading corrections
in the upper vertex. Eq.(27) (Fig. 3e) is obtained combining the results of eq.(25)
and eq.(26), and in the multi-Regge limit is reduced to eq.(12). The configurations
(−k0,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′,+;−p,−) (Fig. 3c) and (−k0,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′,−;−p,+) (Fig. 3f)
are obtained by exchanging the labels 1 and 2 in eq.(25) and (27) respectively; however,
in the multi-Regge limit y1 ≫ y2, they are subleading since then helicity is not conserved
in the production vertex of gluon k1. Thus, 4 out of the 6 helicity configurations of
eq.(19) survive in the multi-Regge limit, in agreement with ref. [5].
The configurations with only two positive-helicity gluons, which correspond to in-
verting the helicity of all the gluons in Fig. 3, are obtained from the ones of eq.(19)
by replacing the 〈pk〉 products with [kp] products, and by using eq.(91) (Appendix
A). Thus they may be computed by taking the complex conjugate of the spinor prod-
ucts (21), (22) and (23), and by using eq.(25), (26) and (27). Added to the 6 helicity
configurations (19), they cover all the 12 leading helicity configurations of the 3-gluon
amplitude in the kinematics (16). In particular we consider two examples: the con-
15
figuration (−k0,+; k1,−; k2,−; p′,+;−p,−) (Fig. 6a), which corresponds to reversing
all the helicities in the production vertex of gluons k1 and k2 (Fig. 3a), and is ob-
tained by taking the complex conjugate of the spinor products in eq.(26). The am-
plitude then assumes the form of eq.(17), with A+−−(−k0, k1, k2) = A∗−++(−k0, k1, k2)
and B+−−(−k0, k1, k2) = B∗−++(−k0, k1, k2), in agreement with the discussion following
eq.(17); the configuration (−k0,−; k1,+; k2,−; p′,+;−p,−) (Fig. 6b), which corresponds
to reversing the helicity of one of the outgoing gluons in the upper vertex (Fig. 3a),
and is obtained by taking the complex conjugate of the spinor products in eq.(27).
The amplitude has the form of eq.(17), with A−+−(−k0, k1, k2) = A∗+−+(−k0, k1, k2) and
B−+−(−k0, k1, k2) = B∗+−+(−k0, k1, k2) and A+−+(−k0, k1, k2) and B+−+(−k0, k1, k2) de-
fined by eq.(25). By taking then the multi-Regge limit of eq.(17) with (ν0ν1ν2) = (−+−)
and (ν0ν1ν2) = (−++) we obtain,
lim
y1≫y2
M(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,−; p′,+;−p,−) (28)
=
p′∗⊥k1⊥k2⊥
p′⊥k
∗
1⊥k
∗
2⊥
lim
y1≫y2
M(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′,+;−p,−) ,
in agreement with the helicity flip in the Lipatov vertex of gluon k2 in the FKL ampli-
tudes, eq.(13), with q1⊥ ≡ −k1⊥, q2⊥ ≡ p′⊥ and p1⊥ ≡ k2⊥.
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Figure 6: 3-gluon production amplitude, with 2 positive-helicity gluons.
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The extension of the kinematics (16) to the production of n + 2 gluons, with 2
gluons with likewise rapidity in the forward-rapidity region of the upper vertex (111-
113) (Appendix C), is straightforward. Generalizing equations (21-23) to the production
of n+2 gluons and using them to compute the other color configurations, the amplitude
for the extension of the helicity configuration of Fig. 3a is,
iM(−k0,−; k1,+; k2,+; p1,+; ...; pn,+;−p,−)
= (−1)n+1 22+n/2 i gn+2 sˆ 1∏n
i=1 pi⊥



 1
k1⊥
1
k2⊥ − k1⊥ k
+
2
k+
1
(29)
×tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λp1 · · ·λpnλp −
n∑
i=1
λd0λd1λd2λp1 · · ·λpi−1λpi+1 · · ·λpnλpλpi
+λd0λp1 · · ·λpnλpλd2λd1 +∑
i<j
λd0λd1λd2λp1 · · ·λpi−1λpi+1 · · ·λpj−1λpj+1 · · ·λpnλpλpjλpi + ...


− 1
k1⊥k2⊥
tr
(
λd0λd1λp1 · · ·λpnλpλd2 −
n∑
i=1
λd0λd1λp1 · · ·λpi−1λpi+1 · · ·λpnλpλpiλd2 + ...
)]
+(1↔ 2) } ,
where we have explicitly shown the color configurations with n+ 2, n+ 1 and n gluons
on the front of the lego plot. By explicit counting, we see that the leading color configu-
rations in eq.(29) are 3! 2n, which for n = 1 yields the 12 color configurations of eq.(17).
The other helicity configurations with 2 negative or 2 positive-helicity gluons may be
accordingly generalized.
3.2 The Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes
The 3-gluon production amplitude, with gluons k1 and k2 produced in the forward-
rapidity region of gluon k0, as specified by the kinematics (16), has been computed in
17
ref. [9], and for a generic helicity configuration is given by,
iMd0d1d2d
′d
ν0ν1ν2ν′ν
= ǫν0∗µ0 (k0)ǫ
ν1
µ1
(k1)ǫ
ν2
µ2
(k2)ǫ
ν∗
µ (p)ǫ
ν′
µ′(p
′) 4 g3
1
tˆ
f d
′cdΓµµ
′
(p, p′,−k0)
×
{
Γµ0µ1(−k0, k1, p)
[
f d0c
′d2f d1c
′cDµ2(−k0, k1, k2) + f d0c′cf d1c′d2Dµ2(k1,−k0, k2)
]
+


k1 ↔ k2
ν1 ↔ ν2
d1 ↔ d2

+


−k0 ↔ k2
ν0 ↔ ν2
d0 ↔ d2



 , (30)
where the Γ-tensors are given in eq.(3), and the 2-gluon production vertex D in the
forward-rapidity region is [9],
Dµ(k0, k1, k2) (31)
=
1
k0 · k1
[(
k1 · k2 − p · p′k1 · p
k2 · p
)
pµ +
k1 · p
k0 · k2 (k1 · k2 + p · p
′) kµ0 + k0 · p kµ1
]
,
with the Mandelstam invariants given in eq.(108) (Appendix C). The D-vertex is gauge
invariant with respect to the last of its arguments,
D(−k0, k1, k2) · k2 = 0 , (32)
where we have used the + momentum conservation (107) (Appendix C). Using eq.(32)
and the gauge invariance of the Γ-tensors (5), one can see that the amplitude (30) is
invariant with respect to arbitrary gauge transformations [9], [18]. The symmetry of
the amplitude (30) under permutations of the gluons in the forward-rapidity region is
manifest.
In order to make the color structure explicit, we use eq.(9) and rewrite eq.(30) as
iMd0d1d2d
′d
ν0ν1ν2ν′ν
= −ǫν0∗µ0 (k0)ǫν1µ1(k1)ǫν2µ2(k2)ǫν∗µ (p)ǫν
′
µ′(p
′) 8 (−i)3 g3 1
tˆ
Γµµ
′
(p, p′,−k0)
×{[Γµ0µ1(−k0, k1, p)Dµ2(−k0, k1, k2)− Γµ2µ1(k2, k1, p)Dµ0(k2, k1,−k0)]
18
×tr
(
λd0
[
λd2 ,
[
λd1 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])
(33)
+ [Γµ0µ1(−k0, k1, p)Dµ2(k1,−k0, k2)− Γµ0µ2(−k0, k2, p)Dµ1(k2,−k0, k1)]
×tr
(
λd1
[
λd2 ,
[
λd0 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])
+ [Γµ0µ2(−k0, k2, p)Dµ1(−k0, k2, k1)− Γµ2µ1(k2, k1, p)Dµ0(k1, k2,−k0)]
×tr
(
λd0
[
λd1 ,
[
λd2 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])}
.
Eq.(33) simplifies considerably once the gluon helicities are fixed. For sake of comparison
with the PT amplitudes, we consider the configuration with helicities ν0 = ν1 = ν2 =
+. We perform the contractions of the helicity-conserving tensors (3) with the gluon
polarizations using eq.(110) (Appendix C). For the incoming gluons they of course
coincide with eq.(8),
Γµµ
′
(p, p′,−k0) ǫ+∗µ (p, k0) ǫ+µ′(p′, k0) = −
p′∗⊥
p′⊥
Γµ0µi(−k0, ki, p) ǫ+∗µ0 (k0, p) ǫ+µi(ki, p) = −1 (34)
Γµ2µ1(k2, k1, p) ǫ
+
µ2
(k2, p) ǫ
+
µ1
(k1, p) = 0 ,
with i = 1, 2. Accordingly, eq.(33) becomes
iM(k0,+; k1,+; k2,+; p
′, ν ′; p, ν) = −8 (−i)3 g3 1
tˆ
Cνν′(p, p
′)
×
{
D(−k0, k1, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) tr
(
λd0
[
λd2 ,
[
λd1 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])
(35)
+
[
D(k1,−k0, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) −D(k2,−k0, k1) · ǫ+(k1, p)
]
tr
(
λd1
[
λd2 ,
[
λd0 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])
+D(−k0, k2, k1) · ǫ+(k1, p)tr
(
λd0
[
λd1 ,
[
λd2 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])}
,
with the C-vertex defined like in eq.(18),
C++(p, p
′) =
p′∗⊥
p′⊥
C−−(p, p
′) = C∗++(p, p
′) . (36)
19
Using eq.(9), we unfold the nested commutators in eq.(35), where it is convenient to
rewrite the second as,
tr
(
λd1
[
λd2 ,
[
λd0 ,
[
λd
′
, λd
]]])
= tr
(
λd0
[[
λd2 , λd1
]
,
[
λd
′
, λd
]])
. (37)
The color orderings we obtain are the same as in eq.(17), and we compute their coeffi-
cients starting with the one of tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd
)
. Performing the contractions of the
D-vertices (31) with the gluon polarizations (110) (Appendix C), we obtain, after some
algebraic manipulations,
coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd
)
= −8 (−i)3 g3 1
tˆ
Cνν′(p, p
′)
×
[
D(−k0, k2, k1) · ǫ+(k1, p)−D(k1,−k0, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) +D(k2,−k0, k1) · ǫ+(k1, p)
]
= 4
√
2i g3
sˆ
|p′⊥|2
Cνν′(p, p
′)
p′⊥
k1⊥
1
k2⊥ − k1⊥ k
+
2
k+
1
. (38)
In addition, eq.(35) is manifestly antisymmetric under the exchange d↔ d′, thus
coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λdλd
′
)
= −coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd
)
, (39)
plus contributions with the labels of gluons 1 and 2 exchanged in eq.(38) and (39). The
coefficient of tr
(
λd0λd1λd
′
λdλd2
)
is symmetric under the exchange of gluons 1 and 2,
coeff. of tr
(
λd0λd1λd
′
λdλd2
)
= 8 (−i)3 g3 1
tˆ
Cνν′(p, p
′)
[
D(−k0, k1, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) +D(−k0, k2, k1) · ǫ+(k1, p)
]
= −4
√
2 i g3
sˆ
|p′⊥|2
Cνν′(p, p
′)
p′⊥
k1⊥k2⊥
. (40)
The contraction,
D(−k0, k1, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) = −k0 · p√
2
(
k∗1⊥
k0 · k1 +
k∗2⊥
k0 · k2
k+1
k+2
)
(41)
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used in eq.(40), is proportional in the multi-Regge limit to the Lipatov vertex,
lim
y1≫y2
D(−k0, k1, k2) · ǫ+(k2, p) = 1√
2
k0 · p
k0 · k1
k∗1⊥p
′
⊥
k2⊥
(42)
= −1
2
k0 · p
k0 · k1 ǫ
+(k2, p) · C(q1, q2) ,
in agreement with ref. [9]. In eq.(42) we have used the multi-Regge limit (104) (Appendix
B) of the invariants (108) (Appendix C), and eq.(7) with q1⊥ ≡ −k1⊥, q2⊥ ≡ p′⊥ and
p1⊥ ≡ k2⊥.
In the two-sided lego-plot picture, tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λd
′
λd
)
plus (1 ↔ 2), yields the
leading color configurations with all the gluons on the front of the lego plot (Fig.4);
tr
(
λd0λd1λd2λdλd
′
)
and tr
(
λd0λd1λd
′
λdλd2
)
plus (1 ↔ 2), yield the leading color con-
figurations with one gluon on the back of the lego plot (Fig.5). The coefficients of the
color configurations with two and three gluons on the back of the lego plot are obtained
by changing the sign to the ones with three gluons (38) and two gluons (39), (40) on
the front of the lego plot, as can be seen by direct inspection of the unfolded nested
commutators in eq.(35). Thus, using eq.(38-40), eq.(35) is reduced to eq.(17), proving
the equivalence of the Fadin-Lipatov and the helicity amplitudes for the configuration
of eq.(20). Analogously all the other leading helicity configurations may be computed
from eq.(33), and compared to the helicity amplitudes of sect. 3.1.
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4 Next-to-leading corrections in the central-rapidity
region
In order to compute the next-to-leading corrections to the FKL amplitudes in the central-
rapidity region, we consider the production of 4 gluons of momenta p′A, k1, k2 and p
′
B
in the scattering between two gluons of momenta pA and pB. We require that gluons k1
and k2 have likewise rapidity and are separated through large rapidity intervals from the
forward-rapidity regions, with all the gluons having comparable transverse momenta,
y′A ≫ y1 ≃ y2 ≫ y′B ; |k1⊥| ≃ |k2⊥| ≃ |p′A⊥| ≃ |p′B⊥| . (43)
We are going to show that the amplitude for the production of 4 gluons in the helicity
configuration (−pA,−νA; p′A, ν ′A; k1, ν1; k2, ν2; p′B, ν ′B;−pB,−νB) has the form,
iM(−pA,−νA; p′A, ν ′A; k1, ν1; k2, ν2; p′B, ν ′B;−pB,−νB) (44)
= −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−νAν′A(−pA, p′A)C−νBν′B(−pB, p′B)
×
{
Aν1ν2(k1, k2)
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb − λaλa′λd1λd2λbλb′
−λaλd1λd2λb′λbλa′ + λaλd1λd2λbλb′λa′
)
+ traces in reverse order
]
− Bν1ν2(k1, k2)
×
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2 − λaλa′λd1λbλb′λd2
)
+ traces in reverse order
]
+ (1↔ 2)ν1/ν2
}
,
with the production vertices C of gluons p′A and p
′
B determined by eq.(8),
C−+(−pA, p′A) = C+−(−pA, p′A) = 1 (45)
C−+(−pB, p′B) =
p′∗B⊥
p′B⊥
C+−(−pB, p′B) = C∗−+(−pB, p′B) ,
and with Aν1ν2(k1, k2) and Bν1ν2(k1, k2) computed in sect. 4.1 and 4.2. In addition,
(1↔ 2)ν1/ν2 =
{
(1↔ 2) for ν1 = ν2 = ±
(1↔ 2) C for ν1 = −ν2 = ±, (46)
22
with C the complex conjugation. As in eq.(17) we stress that the two vertices for the
production of gluons p′A and p
′
B in the forward-rapidity regions, and the vertices of
gluons k1 and k2 in the central-rapidity region transform separately under the respective
helicity reversal. However, differently from eq.(17) we note that in eq.(44) the color
structure is linked through eq.(46) to the helicity structure. This is due to the fact that
besides the PT amplitudes, which describe the production of gluons k1 and k2 with equal
helicities (sect. 4.1), and for which the color and the helicity structures are uncorrelated,
we use, in order to consider the production of gluons k1 and k2 with opposite helicities,
the amplitudes with 3 negative-helicity gluons (sect. 4.2), for which the color and the
helicity structures are intertwined.
4.1 The Parke-Taylor amplitudes
We fix p˜A = −pA and p˜B = −pB in eq.(14). From the spinor products (117) (Appendix
D) and eq.(15), the leading helicity configurations are the same as in the multi-Regge
kinematics (Fig. 7a-d) [5], i.e. the ones for which the pair of negative-helicity gluons is
one of the following,
(−pA,−pB), (−pA, p′B), (−pB, p′A), (p′A, p′B) . (47)
As usual, we start with the pair (−pA,−pB) (Fig. 7a). From eq.(15) we have,
im(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−) (48)
= 8 i g4
〈pApB〉4
〈pAp′A〉〈p′Ak1〉〈k1k2〉〈k2p′B〉〈p′BpB〉〈pBpA〉
.
We insert eq.(48) into eq.(14) and examine all the color orderings, starting with
23
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Figure 7: 4-gluon production amplitude, with 2 gluons with likewise rapidity in the
central region; (a − d) leading helicity configurations with 2 negative-helicity gluons;
(e− g) helicity reversal in the production vertex of gluons k1 and k2, with respect to the
configuration a.
[A,A′, 1, 2, B′, B] (Fig. 8a) and (1 ↔ 2) (Fig.8b). Using the spinor products (117)
(Appendix D) and eq.(45), we obtain
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb
)
≡ −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)A++(k1, k2)
A++(k1, k2) = 2
p′∗A⊥p
′
B⊥
k1⊥
1
k2⊥ − k1⊥ k
+
2
k+
1
, (49)
which has a massless divergence when gluons 1 and 2 become collinear. As expected,
the result is analogous to the one of eq.(21), given the similarity of the color and the
helicity structures. The multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2, of eq.(49) is in agreement with
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Figure 8: 4-gluon production amplitude in the color orderings [A,A′, 1, 2, B′, B] and
(1↔ 2).
the corresponding color ordering of eq.(10), for n = 2. We keep then fixed the position
of gluons A and B in the color ordering and permute the outgoing gluons. The same
considerations made after eq.(21) apply here, namely the contribution of the ordering
[A,A′, 2, 1, B′, B] (Fig.8b) is obtained by exchanging the labels 1 and 2 in eq.(49), how-
ever the ensuing coefficient is subleading in the multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2. Every other
color configuration with all the gluons on the front of the lego plot is subleading to the
required accuracy.
Then we move gluon B one step to the left and consider the color orderings
[A,A′, 1, 2, B, B′] and [A, 1, 2, B′, B, A′], and (1 ↔ 2). These correspond respectively to
have gluons B′ or A′ on the back of the lego plot (Fig.9a, b, c, d); the respective strings
of spinor products may be related to eq.(49) through,
〈p′Ak1〉〈k2pB〉〈p′BpA〉 = 〈pAk1〉〈k2p′B〉〈pBp′A〉 = 〈p′Ak1〉〈k2p′B〉〈pBpA〉 , (50)
and the identity (90) (Appendix A). It turns out that the coefficients of the color
orderings of Fig.9a,c are equal to eq.(49) but with opposite sign. Then we take gluon 2 to
the back of the two-sided plot (Fig. 9e) and consider the color ordering [A,A′, 1, B′, B, 2].
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Figure 9: 4-gluon production amplitude in the color orderings (a) [A,A′, 1, 2, B, B′] and
(b) (1↔ 2); (c) [A, 1, 2, B′, B, A′] and (d) (1↔ 2); (e) [A,A′, 1, B′, B, 2] and (f) (1↔ 2).
Similarly to eq.(23), the spinor products yield,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2
)
≡ 4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)B++(k1, k2)
B++(k1, k2) = 2
p′∗A⊥p
′
B⊥
k1⊥k2⊥
. (51)
Again, the same considerations made after eq.(23) apply here, namely eq.(51) has no
massless divergence when gluons 1 and 2 become collinear; it is already in agreement
with the corresponding color ordering in the multi-Regge limit (10), for n = 2; it is
invariant under the exchange of gluons 1 and 2, thus the color ordering [A,A′, 2, B′, B, 1]
(Fig.9f) yields the same contribution as in eq.(51), and in particular,
B++(k1, k2) = A++(k1, k2) + A++(k2, k1) . (52)
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Figure 10: 4-gluon production amplitude in the color orderings (a) [A, 1, 2, B, B′, A′] and
(b) (1↔ 2); (c) [A,A′, 1, B, B′, 2] and (d) (1↔ 2).
Then we move gluon B one more step to the left, in order to have two gluons
on the front and two on the back of the lego plot, and consider the color ordering
[A, 1, 2, B, B′, A′] (Fig. 10a) and (1 ↔ 2) (Fig. 10b), for which the string of spinor
products may be related to eq.(49) through,
〈pAk1〉〈k2pB〉〈p′Bp′A〉 = 〈p′Ak1〉〈k2p′B〉〈pBpA〉 . (53)
The color orderings [A,A′, 1, B, B′, 2] (Fig. 10c) and (1 ↔ 2) (Fig. 10d), are then
obtained from eq.(51), noticing that
〈k1pB〉〈pBp′B〉〈p′Bk2〉 = −〈k1p′B〉〈p′BpB〉〈pBk2〉 . (54)
The other color orderings with two gluons on the front and two on the back of the lego
plot are obtained by taking the color orderings [A, 1, 2, B, B′, A′], [A,A′, 1, B, B′, 2] and
(1 ↔ 2) in reverse order, and by using the ciclicity of the traces and the identity (90)
(Appendix A), which yields the same result as in eq.(53) and (54). Analogously, the color
orderings with three or four gluons on the back of the lego plot are obtained by taking the
color orderings [A,A′, 1, 2, B′, B], [A,A′, 1, 2, B, B′], [A, 1, 2, B′, B, A′], [A,A′, 1, B′, B, 2]
and (1↔ 2) in reverse order.
Substituting then equations (49-54), multiplied by the appropriate color orderings of
eq.(14), we obtain the 4-gluon production amplitude in the helicity configuration (48)
in the form of eq.(44), with C−+(−pA, p′A), C−+(−pB, p′B), A++(k1, k2) and B++(k1, k2)
given in eq.(45), (49) and (51). In the multi-Regge limit, y1 ≫ y2, the 8 color configura-
tions obtained by exchanging gluons k1 and k2 on the same side of the lego plot (Fig.8b,
9b, 9d, 10b and analogous with front and back of the lego plot exchanged) become sub-
leading. Thus out of the 24 color configurations of eq.(44), only the 16 configurations
given by eq.(9) for n = 2 survive, and eq.(44) is reduced to eq.(10).
The other helicity configurations of eq.(47) (Fig. 7b, c, d) are obtained from eq.(48),
by substituting the product 〈pApB〉4 with the suitable product according to the pair of
negative-helicity gluons considered. This entails to take the suitable complex conjugates
of the C-vertices (45), and the outcome is the same as in eq.(11) and (12). Inverting
the helicity of all the gluons, and taking the complex conjugates of the spinor products,
we obtain the configurations with two positive-helicity gluons. In particular, we are
interested in the configuration with gluons k1 and k2 having negative helicity. To that
purpose, we first compute the amplitude for the configuration of Fig. 7d,
M(−pA,+; p′A,−; k1,+; k2,+; p′B,−;−pB,+) (55)
=
(
p′B⊥
p′∗B⊥
)2
M(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−) ,
and then we reverse all the helicities (Fig. 7e), i.e. we take in eq.(55) the complex
conjugates of the spinor products. Thus we obtain the amplitude for the configura-
tion (−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,−; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−) in the form of eq.(44), with C−+(−pA, p′A)
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and C−+(−pB, p′B) given in eq.(45), and A−−(k1, k2) = A∗++(k1, k2) and B−−(k1, k2) =
B∗++(k1, k2) derived from eq.(49) and (51). By taking then the multi-Regge limit of
eq.(44) with ν1 = ν2 = + and ν1 = ν2 = −, we obtain
lim
y1≫y2
M(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,−; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−) (56)
=
p′A⊥k1⊥k2⊥p
′∗
B⊥
p′∗A⊥k
∗
1⊥k
∗
2⊥p
′
B⊥
lim
y1≫y2
M(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−) ,
in agreement with eq.(13), iterated two times. Again, the other helicity configurations
of eq.(47) are obtained by substituting the product [pApB]
4 with the suitable product
according to the pair of positive-helicity gluons considered, and the outcome is the same
as in eq.(11) and (12).
In an analogous way to the generalization of the kinematics (16) to the production
of n+ 2 gluons, with 2 gluons in a forward-rapidity region, done at the end of sect. 3.1,
we may generalize the amplitude (44) in the helicity configuration of Fig. 7a to the
production of n + 2 gluons, with 2 gluons with likewise rapidity in the central-rapidity
region. As in sect. 3.1, the color counting yields 3!2n leading color orderings, which for
n = 2 gives the 24 orderings considered in eq.(44).
4.2 The amplitudes with 3 negative-helicity gluons
The other helicity configurations we are interested in are the ones where gluons k1 and
k2 have opposite helicities (Fig. 7f, g). In the multi-Regge kinematics, and in the next-
to-leading corrections to it (43), helicity is conserved in the forward-rapidity regions
(47) and two of the gluons emitted there must have negative helicity. Thus we need
the subamplitudes in eq.(14) to have 3 negative and 3 positive-helicity gluons. These
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have been computed in ref. [15], [16], and are given in terms of 3 inequivalent helicity
orderings: (+ +− +−−), (+− +− +−) and (+ + + −−−), singled out according to
the color ordering. The subamplitudes may be written as [16],
im(p1; p2; p3; p4; p5; p6) = 8 i g
4
(
α2
tˆ123sˆ12sˆ23sˆ45sˆ56
+
β2
tˆ234sˆ23sˆ34sˆ56sˆ61
+
δ2
tˆ345sˆ34sˆ45sˆ61sˆ12
+
tˆ123 βδ + tˆ234 δα + tˆ345 αβ
sˆ12sˆ23sˆ34sˆ45sˆ56sˆ61
)
, (57)
with tˆijk = (pi + pj + pk)
2 = sˆij + sˆjk + sˆik .
The coefficients α, β and δ for the different helicity orderings are,
1+2+3+4−5−6− 1+2+3−4+5−6− 1+2−3+4−5+6−
α 0 −[12]〈56〉〈4 + |γ ·K|3+〉 [13]〈46〉〈5 + |γ ·K|2+〉
β [23]〈56〉〈1 + |γ ·K|4+〉 [24]〈56〉〈1 + |γ ·K|3+〉 [51]〈24〉〈3 + |γ ·K|6+〉
δ [12]〈45〉〈3 + |γ ·K|6+〉 [12]〈35〉〈4 + |γ ·K|6+〉 [35]〈62〉〈1 + |γ ·K|4+〉
K = pl + pm + pn, with l, m, n the gluons with positive helicity.
(58)
We are interested in the configuration (−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−). We
begin to examine it in the color ordering [A,A′, 1, 2, B′, B] (Fig. 8a), which is in the
helicity ordering (p′A,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−;−pA,−). Then the subamplitude (57)
has the form,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb
)
≡ −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)A+−(k1, k2)
= 8 i g4
(
α2
tˆA′12sˆA′1sˆ12sˆB′B sˆBA
+
β2
tˆ12B′ sˆ12sˆ2B′ sˆBAsˆAA′
(59)
+
δ2
tˆ2B′B sˆ2B′ sˆB′BsˆAA′ sˆA′1
+
tˆA′12 βδ + tˆ12B′ δα + tˆ2B′B αβ
sˆA′1sˆ12sˆ2B′ sˆB′BsˆBAsˆAA′
)
,
with the C-vertex given in eq.(45), the Mandelstam invariants taken from eq.(116) (Ap-
pendix D), and
α = −[p′Ak1] 〈pBpA〉 〈p′B + |γ · (p′A + k1 + p′B)|k2+〉
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β = [k1p
′
B] 〈pBpA〉 〈p′A + |γ · (p′A + k1 + p′B)|k2+〉 (60)
δ = [p′Ak1] 〈k2pB〉 〈p′B + |γ · (p′A + k1 + p′B)|pA+〉
from eq.(58). Using the spinor products (89) (Appendix A) and (117) (Appendix D),
and the identity (91) (Appendix A), we compute the coefficients (60) and the invariants
tˆijk in the kinematics of eq.(43). In particular, tˆ2B′B is
tˆ ≡ tˆ2B′B = (k2 + p′B − pB)2 = tˆ1AA′ ≃ −
(
|p′B⊥ + k2⊥|2 + k−1 k+2
)
. (61)
Thus the vertex A−+ in eq.(59) becomes,
A+−(k1, k2) = −2 k
∗
1⊥
k1⊥
{
− 1
sˆ12
[
k22⊥|qA⊥|2
(k−1 + k
−
2 )k
+
2
+
k21⊥|qB⊥|2
(k+1 + k
+
2 )k
−
1
+
tˆ k1⊥k2⊥
k−1 k
+
2
]
+
(qB⊥ + k2⊥)
2
tˆ
− qB⊥ + k2⊥
sˆ12
[
k−1 + k
−
2
k−1
k1⊥ − k
+
1 + k
+
2
k+2
k2⊥
]}
(62)
with qA = −(p′A − pA) qB = p′B − pB .
Note that besides the usual pole as gluons 1 and 2 become collinear, eq.(62) has a 3-
particle pole as tˆ→ 0, i.e. the amplitude factorizes into two subamplitudes connected by
the propagator of the gluon exchanged between gluons 1 and 2. To obtain the coefficient
of the color ordering [A,A′, 2, 1, B′, B] (Fig. 8b), we must take the helicity ordering
(−pB,−;−pA,−; p′A,+; k2,−; k1,+; p′B,+). This is obtained from
(−pB,+;−pA,+; p′A,−; k2,+; k1,−; p′B,−) by reversing the helicities, i.e. by taking the
complex conjugates of the corresponding spinor products, through the identities (91)
and (92) (Appendix A). As we see from the direct calculation, it amounts to exchange
the labels 1 and 2 and take the complex conjugate in eq.(62),
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd2λd1λb
′
λb
)
= −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)A∗+−(k2, k1) . (63)
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In order to compute the coefficient of the color ordering [A,A′, 1, 2, B, B′], obtained
by taking gluon B′ to the back of lego plot (Fig. 9a), we must consider the helicity
ordering (k2,−;−pB,−; p′B,+;−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+), which is obtained from
(k2,+;−pB,+; p′B,−;−pA,+; p′A,−; k1,−) by reversing the helicities. For the color or-
dering [A, 1, 2, B′, B, A′] (Fig. 9c), we must take the helicity ordering
(p′A,+;−pA,−; k1,+; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−) and α, β and δ from the third column of
eq.(58); while for the color ordering [A, 1, 2, B, B′, A′] (Fig. 10a) we consider the he-
licity ordering (p′B,+; p
′
A,+;−pA,−; k1,+; k2,−;−pB,−). To the required accuracy we
obtain,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λbλb
′
)
= coeff. of tr
(
λaλd1λd2λb
′
λbλa
′
)
(64)
= −coeff. of tr
(
λaλd1λd2λbλb
′
λa
′
)
= −coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb
)
.
For the color ordering [A,A′, 1, B′, B, 2], obtained by taking gluon 2 to the back of lego
plot (Fig. 9e), we take the helicity ordering (p′A,+; k1,+; p
′
B,+;−pB,−; k2,−;−pA,−),
for which the subamplitude has the simpler form,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2
)
≡ 4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)B+−(k1, k2) (65)
= 8 i g4
(
β2
tˆ1BB′ sˆ1B′ sˆB′Bsˆ2AsˆAA′
+
δ2
tˆB′B2sˆB′BsˆB2sˆAA′ sˆA′1
+
tˆA′1B′ βδ
sˆA′1sˆ1B′ sˆB′BsˆB2sˆ2AsˆAA′
)
,
with tˆ1B′B = (k1 + p
′
B − pB)2 = tˆ2AA′ =≃ −
(
|p′B⊥ + k1⊥|2 + k+1 k−2
)
,
and β and δ given by the first column of eq.(58). After substitution of the spinor products
and of the Mandelstam invariants we obtain,
B+−(k1, k2) = −2
[
k2⊥(q
∗
B⊥ + k
∗
1⊥)
2
k∗2⊥tˆ1B′B
+
k∗1⊥(qB⊥ + k2⊥)
2
k1⊥tˆ2B′B
+
(q∗B⊥ + k
∗
1⊥)(qB⊥ + k2⊥)
k1⊥k∗2⊥
]
.
(66)
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Analogously to eq.(51), eq.(66) has no massless divergence when gluons 1 and 2 become
collinear, since they are on opposite sides of the lego plot. In addition, it is invariant
under the exchange of the labels 1 and 2 and the complex conjugation, and one can see
that
B+−(k1, k2) = A+−(k1, k2) + A
∗
+−(k2, k1) , (67)
with A+−(k1, k2) given in eq.(62). Finally, for the color ordering [A,A
′, 1, B, B′, 2]
(Fig. 10c) we take the helicity ordering (p′A,+; k1,+;−pB,−; p′B,+; k2,−;−pA,−) and
eq.(57) with α, β and δ given by the second column of eq.(58). However, the additional
terms which appear with respect to eq.(65) are subleading to the required accuracy, and
we obtain,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λbλb
′
λd2
)
= −coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2
)
. (68)
The coefficients of all the color orderings other than the ones of eq.(59), (64), (65)
and (68) are subleading, and collecting the results of eq.(59) and (62-68) we obtain the
amplitude for the configuration (−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−) in the form of
eq.(44), with C−+(−pA, p′A), C−+(−pB, p′B), A+−(k1, k2) and B+−(k1, k2) given in eq.(45),
(62) and (66) respectively. In addition, for the color orderings obtained by exchanging
gluons 1 and 2 the related coefficients undergo the complex conjugation, as shown in
eq.(63) and summarized by eq.(46). By taking then the multi-Regge limit of eq.(44)
with ν1 = ν2 = + and ν1 = +, ν2 = −, we obtain
lim
y1≫y2
M(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,−; p′B,+;−pB,−) (69)
=
(p′A⊥ + k1⊥)k2⊥p
′∗
B⊥
(p′∗A⊥ + k
∗
1⊥)k
∗
2⊥p
′
B⊥
lim
y1≫y2
M(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,+; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−) ,
which, setting p′A⊥ + k1⊥ = −q2⊥ and p′B⊥ = q3⊥, is in agreement with eq.(13).
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The other configuration of interest is m(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,−; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−).
Using again eq.(57) and (58), we find that,
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb
)
= −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)A∗+−(k1, k2)(70)
coeff. of tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2
)
= 4 i g4
sˆ
|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
C−+(−pB, p′B)B∗+−(k1, k2) ,
with A+−(k1, k2) and B+−(k1, k2) defined in eq.(62) and (66), respectively. Accordingly
the other leading color orderings may be computed, and we obtain the amplitude for
the configuration (−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,−; k2,+; p′B,+;−pB,−) in the form of eq.(44), with
A−+(k1, k2) = A
∗
+−(k1, k2) and B−+(k1, k2) = B
∗
+−(k1, k2).
In this section we have explicitly considered the amplitudes in the configurations
(−pA,−; p′A,+; k1,±; k2,∓; p′B,+;−pB,−). Accordingly, we may reverse the helicities of
the gluons produced in the forward-rapidity regions, as in eq.(47). The effect of the
reversal is the same as in eq.(11) and (12), i.e. it amounts to take the complex conjugate
of the C-vertices in eq.(45). Thus each of the 16 leading helicity configurations of the
4-gluon production amplitude in the kinematics (43) may be cast in the form of eq.(44).
4.3 The Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes
The 4-gluon production amplitude, with gluons k1 and k2 produced in the central-rapidity
region, according to the kinematics (43), has been computed in ref. [9], and for a generic
helicity configuration is given by,
iMaa
′d1d2b′b
νAν
′
A
ν1ν2ν′BνB
= 2 i g4
sˆ
sˆAA′ sˆBB′
fa
′caf b
′c′b ǫνA∗µA (pA)ǫ
νB∗
µB
(pB)ǫ
ν′
A
µ′
A
(p′A)ǫ
ν′
B
µ′
B
(p′B) (71)
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×ΓµAµ′A(pA, p′A, pB) ΓµBµ
′
B (pB, p
′
B, pA)

ǫν1µ1(k1)ǫν2µ2(k2)f cd1jf jd2c′Aµ1µ2 +

 k1 ↔ k2ν1 ↔ ν2
d1 ↔ d2



 ,
where the Γ-tensors are given in eq.(3), the Mandelstam invariants in eq.(116) (Appendix
D), and the 2-gluon production vertex A in the central-rapidity region is3
Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) = −a
µ1
1 a
µ2
2
tˆ
+
bµ11 b
µ2
2
sˆ
(
1 +
k−1 k
+
2
tˆ
)
− b
µ1
1 c
µ2
2
sˆ
(
p′+Bp
+
A
k+2 (k
+
1 + k
+
2 )
+
p+Ak
−
1 k
−
2
p−B tˆ
)
−c
µ1
1 b
µ2
2
sˆ
(
p′−Ap
−
B
k−1 (k
−
1 + k
−
2 )
+
p−Bk
+
1 k
+
2
p+A tˆ
)
− c
µ1
1 c
µ2
2
sˆ
(
1 +
sˆ12
tˆ
− k
+
1 k
−
2
tˆ
)
(72)
−2
(
gµ1µ2 − 2k
µ1
2 k
µ2
1
sˆ12
)
×
(
1 +
tˆ
sˆ12
+
k−1 k
+
2
tˆ
+
k−1 k
+
2 − k+1 k−2
sˆ12
+
k−2
k−1 + k
−
2
p+Ap
′−
A
sˆ12
+
k+1
k+1 + k
+
2
p−Bp
′+
B
sˆ12
)
,
with
a1 = −2
[
−qA +
(
k+1
p+A
− p
′−
A
k−1
)
pA − k
−
1
p−B
pB − tˆ
sˆ12
k2
]
a2 = −2
[
qB +
(
k−2
p−B
− p
′+
B
k+2
)
pB − k
+
2
p+A
pA − tˆ
sˆ12
k1
]
b1 = 2
(
pB − k
+
1 p
−
B
sˆ12
k2
)
b2 = 2
(
pA − p
+
Ak
−
2
sˆ12
k1
)
(73)
c1 = 2
(
pA − p
+
Ak
−
1
sˆ12
k2
)
c2 = 2
(
pB − k
+
2 p
−
B
sˆ12
k1
)
and tˆ and qA,B defined in eq.(61) and (62). Rewriting the product of structure constants
as a trace of nested commutators (9), eq.(71) becomes
iMaa
′d1d2b′b
νAν
′
A
ν1ν2ν′BνB
= −4 i g4 sˆ
sˆAA′ sˆBB′
ǫνA∗µA (pA)ǫ
νB∗
µB
(pB)ǫ
ν′
A
µ′
A
(p′A)ǫ
ν′
B
µ′
B
(p′B)ǫ
ν1
µ1
(k1)ǫ
ν2
µ2
(k2)
3 Eq.(72) is easily derived from the expression of A in ref. [9] by using the Mandelstam invariants
(116) (Appendix D), or from the one in ref. [18] by writing the Sudakov variables in terms of the
light-cone ones, βi = k
+
i
/p+
A
and αi = k
−
i
/p−
B
.
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×ΓµAµ′A(pA, p′A, pB) ΓµBµ
′
B(pB, p
′
B, pA) {Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) (74)
×
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb − λaλa′λd1λd2λbλb′ − λaλd1λd2λb′λbλa′ + λaλd1λd2λbλb′λa′
)
+traces in reverse order]− [Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) + Aµ2µ1(k2, k1)]
×
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2 − λaλa′λd1λbλb′λd2
)
+ traces in reverse order
]
+ (1↔ 2)
}
.
Eq.(71), or (74), describes 16 helicity configurations, two for each of the produced gluons,
since the helicity is conserved by the Γ-tensors in the forward-rapidity regions. The
gluon polarizations are chosen like in eq.(95) (Appendix A), and the contractions of the
Γ-tensors with the gluon polarizations are given by eq.(8). Eq.(74) becomes,
iMaa
′d1d2b′b
νAν
′
A
ν1ν2ν′BνB
(75)
= −4 i g4 sˆ|p′A⊥|2|p′B⊥|2
CνAν′A(pA, p
′
A)CνBν′B(pB, p
′
B) ǫ
ν1
µ1(k1)ǫ
ν2
µ2(k2) {Aµ1µ2(k1, k2)
×
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λd2λb
′
λb − λaλa′λd1λd2λbλb′ − λaλd1λd2λb′λbλa′ + λaλd1λd2λbλb′λa′
)
+traces in reverse order]− [Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) + Aµ2µ1(k2, k1)]
×
[
tr
(
λaλa
′
λd1λb
′
λbλd2 − λaλa′λd1λbλb′λd2
)
+ traces in reverse order
]
+ (1↔ 2)
}
,
with the C-vertices defined like in eq.(45),
C++(pA, p
′
A) = C−−(pA, p
′
A) = 1 (76)
C++(pB, p
′
B) =
p′∗B⊥
p′B⊥
C−−(pB, p
′
B) = C
∗
++(pB, p
′
B) .
The choice of reference vectors is arbitrary since the amplitude (71) is gauge invariant,
so for the gluons k1 and k2 we choose the polarizations ǫ
ν
µ(k1, pA) and ǫ
ν
µ(k2, pB). In the
A-vertex (72) it is convenient to contract first the vectors a1, b1, c1 (73) with the gluon
polarization ǫµL(k1) (96) (Appendix A), and the vectors a2, b2, c2 with ǫ
µ
R(k2), which yields
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the A-vertex in terms of transverse polarizations [18], and then to use the conversion
(101) between the polarizations (95) and (96). We begin with the A-vertex having
helicities ν1 = ν2 = +. Using eq.(99) (Appendix A), and after an appropriate amount of
algebra we obtain,
Aµ1µ2(k1, k2)ǫ
+
µ1(k1, pA)ǫ
+
µ2(k2, pB) = A++(k1, k2) , (77)
with A++(k1, k2) defined in eq.(49). Setting p
′
A⊥ = −qA⊥ ≡ −q1⊥ and p′B⊥ = qB⊥ ≡ q2⊥,
and using the contraction of the Lipatov vertex with the gluon polarizations (7), eq.(77)
fulfills the multi-Regge limit,
lim
y1≫y2
Aµ1µ2ǫ
+
µ1(k1, pA)ǫ
+
µ2(k2, pB) = −2
q∗1⊥q2⊥
k1⊥k2⊥
(78)
= C(q1, q12) · ǫ+(k1) 1
tˆ12
C(q12, q2) · ǫ+(k2) ,
where q12 is the momentum of the gluon exchanged between k1 and k2 along the multi-
Regge ladder, and tˆ12 = −|q12⊥|2. Exchanging then gluons k1 and k2 in eq.(77), we
obtain Aµ1µ2(k2, k1)ǫ
+
µ1
(k2)ǫ
+
µ2
(k1), which added to eq.(77) gives,
[Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) + Aµ2µ1(k2, k1)]ǫ
+
µ1
(k1)ǫ
+
µ2
(k2) = B++(k1, k2) , (79)
with B++(k1, k2) defined in eq.(51). Replacing eq.(77) and (79) into eq.(75) we obtain the
amplitude for the configuration (pA, νA; p
′
A, ν
′
A; k1,+; k2,+; p
′
B, ν
′
B; pB, νB), in agreement
with its derivation eq.(44), with ν1 = ν2 = +, from the PT amplitudes (sect. 4.1). Taking
then the complex conjugates of eq.(77) and (79) and substituting them into eq.(75), we
obtain the amplitude in the configuration (pA, νA; p
′
A, ν
′
A; k1,−; k2,−; p′B, ν ′B; pB, νB), in
agreement with eq.(44) with ν1 = ν2 = −.
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The result of the contraction of the A-vertex with gluons k1 and k2 with opposite
helicities is less simple. We obtain, after a bit of algebra,
Aµ1µ2(k1, k2)ǫ
+
µ1(k1, pA)ǫ
−
µ2(k2, pB) = A+−(k1, k2) , (80)
with A+−(k1, k2) defined in eq.(62). As a further check of eq.(77) and (80), we note that
the amplitude (71) must not diverge more rapidly than 1/|qi⊥| in the collinear regions
|qi⊥| → 0, with i = A,B, in order for the related cross section not to diverge more
than logarithmically [9]. However for |qi⊥| → 0, the amplitude (71) has poles due to the
propagators sˆAA′ ≃ −|qA⊥|2 and sˆBB′ ≃ −|qB⊥|2, which entails that the A-vertex must
be at least linear in |qi⊥|,
lim
|qi⊥|→0
Aµ1µ2(k1, k2)ǫ
ν1
µ1(k1, pA)ǫ
ν2
µ2(k2, pB) = O(|qi⊥|) (81)
with i = A,B, which is fulfilled by eq.(77) and (80).
Exchanging the labels 1 and 2 and taking the complex conjugate in eq.(80), we obtain
Aµ1µ2(k2, k1)ǫ
−
µ1
(k2)ǫ
+
µ2
(k1), which added to eq.(80) gives, after a bit of algebra,
[Aµ1µ2(k1, k2) + Aµ2µ1(k2, k1)]ǫ
+
µ1(k1)ǫ
−
µ2(k2) = B+−(k1, k2) , (82)
with B+−(k1, k2) defined in eq.(66). After substituting eq.(80) and (82) into eq.(75) we
obtain the amplitude in the configuration (pA, νA; p
′
A, ν
′
A; k1,+; k2,−; p′B, ν ′B; pB, νB), in
agreement with its derivation, eq.(44) with ν1 = + and ν2 = −, from the helicity ampli-
tudes with 3 negative-helicity gluons (sect. 4.2). Taking then the complex conjugates of
eq.(80) and (82), we obtain the amplitude in the configuration
(pA, νA; p
′
A, ν
′
A; k1,−; k2,+; p′B, ν ′B; pB, νB), in agreement with eq.(70).
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5 Conclusions
Using the helicity formalism, we have computed the real next-to-leading corrections to
the FKL amplitudes in the forward-rapidity region, eq.(17), and in the central-rapidity
region, eq.(44); and we have shown that they are equivalent to the Fadin-Lipatov ampli-
tudes, eq.(30) and (71) respectively, for the corresponding helicity configurations.
We note that the algebra involved in deriving eq.(17) and (44) is simpler starting from
the helicity formalism than from the general expression of the Fadin-Lipatov amplitudes,
eq.(30) and (71). This hints that even the real corrections beyond the next-to-leading
order, which at the present time are known only formally [18], could be explicitly com-
puted4.
In addition, the computation of the square of the vertices for the production of two
gluons with likewise rapidity in the forward-rapidity or in the central-rapidity regions
[11], which is needed to evaluate the real next-to-leading logarithmic corrections to the
kernel of the BFKL equation, is of course simpler starting from the amplitudes at fixed
helicities, eq.(17) and (44), than from their general expression, eq.(30) and (71).
As remarked in the Introduction, in the next-to-leading corrections to the multi-
Regge kinematics, and accordingly in the real next-to-leading logarithmic corrections to
the kernel of the BFKL equation, also the production of a quark-antiquark pair with
4A formalism to compute the amplitude for the production of n + 2 gluons with a cluster of m
gluons, with m ≤ n+ 1, in the forward-rapidity or in the central-rapidity regions, has been considered
in ref. [18]. We merely note here that the corresponding color structures may be easily inferred from
eq.(29) or from the generalization of eq.(44), and the color counting yields (m+1)! 2n+2−m leading color
configurations.
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likewise rapidity in the forward-rapidity or in the central-rapidity regions contributes
[10], [11]. The analysis of the corresponding amplitudes in the helicity formalism is left
for the future.
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A Multiparton kinematics
We consider the production of n + 2 gluons of momentum pi, with i = 0, ..., n + 1 and
n ≥ 0, in the scattering between two gluons of momenta pA and pB. Using light-cone
coordinates p± = p0± pz, and complex transverse coordinates p⊥ = px+ ipy, with scalar
product 2p · q = p+q− + p−q+ − p⊥q∗⊥ − p∗⊥q⊥, the gluon 4-momenta are,
pA =
(
p+A, 0; 0, 0
)
,
pB =
(
0, p−B; 0, 0
)
, (83)
pi =
(
|pi⊥|eyi, |pi⊥|e−yi ; |pi⊥| cosφi, |pi⊥| sinφi
)
,
where to the left of the semicolon we have the + and - components, and to the right the
transverse components. y is the gluon rapidity and φ is the azimuthal angle between
the vector p⊥ and an arbitrary vector in the transverse plane. From the momentum
conservation,
0 =
n+1∑
i=0
pi⊥ ,
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p+A =
n+1∑
i=0
p+i , (84)
p−B =
n+1∑
i=0
p−i ,
the Mandelstam invariants may be written as,
sˆ = 2pA · pB =
n+1∑
i,j=0
p+i p
−
j
sˆAi = −2pA · pi = −
n+1∑
j=0
p−i p
+
j (85)
sˆBi = −2pB · pi = −
n+1∑
j=0
p+i p
−
j
sˆij = 2pi · pj = p+i p−j + p−i p+j − pi⊥p∗j⊥ − p∗i⊥pj⊥ .
Massless Dirac spinors ψ±(p) of fixed helicity are defined by the projection,
ψ±(p) =
1± γ5
2
ψ(p) , (86)
with the shorthand notation,
ψ±(p) = |p±〉, ψ±(p) = 〈p± | ,
〈pk〉 = 〈p− |k+〉 = ψ−(p)ψ+(k) , (87)
[pk] = 〈p+ |k−〉 = ψ+(p)ψ−(k) .
Using the spinor representation of ref. [5], we can write
〈pipj〉 = pi⊥
√√√√p+j
p+i
− pj⊥
√√√√p+i
p+j
,
〈pApi〉 = −
√√√√p+A
p+i
pi⊥ , (88)
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〈pipB〉 = −
√
p−Bp
+
i ,
〈pApB〉 = −
√
sˆ ,
where we have used the mass-shell condition |pi⊥|2 = p+i p−i . We consider also the spinor
products 〈pi + |γ · pk|pj+〉, which in the spinor representation of ref. [5] take the form,
〈pi + |γ · pk|pj+〉 = 1√
p+i p
+
j
(
p+i p
+
j p
−
k − p+i pj⊥p∗k⊥ − p∗i⊥p+j pk⊥ + p∗i⊥pj⊥p+k
)
〈pi + |γ · pj|pA+〉 =
√√√√p+A
p+i
(
p+i p
−
j − p∗i⊥pj⊥
)
(89)
〈pi + |γ · pj|pB+〉 =
√√√√p−B
p+i
(
−p+i p∗j⊥ + p∗i⊥p+j
)
.
The spinor products fulfill the identities,
〈pk〉 = −〈kp〉 (90)
〈pk〉∗ = [kp] (91)
(〈pi + |γµ|pj+〉)∗ = 〈pj + |γµ|pi+〉 (92)
〈pk〉 [kp] = 2p · k = |sˆpk| .
Throughout the paper the following representation for the gluon polarization is used
[17],
ǫ±µ (p, k) = ±
〈p± |γµ|k±〉√
2〈k ∓ |p±〉 , (93)
which enjoys the properties
ǫ±∗µ (p, k) = ǫ
∓
µ (p, k) ,
ǫ±µ (p, k) · p = ǫ±µ (p, k) · k = 0 , (94)∑
ν=±
ǫνµ(p, k)ǫ
ν∗
ρ (p, k) = −gµρ +
pµkρ + pρkµ
p · k ,
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where k is an arbitrary light-like momentum. The sum in eq.(94) is equivalent to use an
axial, or physical, gauge. We use the explicit representation of the gluon polarizations
obtained in ref. [5],
ǫ+µ (pi, pA) = −
p∗i⊥
pi⊥
(√
2 pi⊥
p−i
, 0;
1√
2
,
i√
2
)
,
ǫ+µ (pB, pA) = −
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,
i√
2
)
, (95)
ǫ+µ (pA, pB) =
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,− i√
2
)
,
ǫ+µ (pi, pB) =
(
0,
√
2 p∗i⊥
p+i
;
1√
2
,− i√
2
)
,
in light-cone coordinates, and introduce the left and right physical gauges [4], defined
respectively by the conditions ǫL(p) · pA = 0 and ǫR(p) · pB = 0. Accordingly, the
decomposition of a polarization vector in light-cone or Sudakov components is,
ǫµL(p) = ǫ
µ
L⊥ −
p · ǫL⊥
p · pA p
µ
A , (96)
ǫµR(p) = ǫ
µ
R⊥ −
p · ǫR⊥
p · pB p
µ
B .
The polarizations ǫµL(p), ǫ
µ
R(p) for a momentum p not in the beam direction are related
by a gauge tranformation,
ǫµR(p) = ǫ
µ
L(p) + 2
ǫL,⊥ · p
|p⊥|2 p
µ , (97)
which for the transverse components ǫµL⊥, ǫ
µ
R⊥ may be written as,
ǫR⊥(p) = −p⊥
p∗⊥
ǫ∗L⊥(p) . (98)
We impose then the following standard polarizations,
ǫµ±L⊥(p) =
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,± i√
2
)
, (99)
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ǫµ±L⊥(pB) = ǫ
µ∓
R⊥(pA) =
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,± i√
2
)
. (100)
We determine ǫµL(p) using eq.(99) in the definition (96), then we find ǫ
µ
R(p) using the
gauge transformations (97) and (98) on ǫµL(p). Finally, ǫ
µ
L(pB) and ǫ
µ
R(pA) are given by
eq.(100) and the definitions (96). Comparing the results with eq.(95), we obtain the
following conversion table among the representations (93) and (96) of the polarizations
ǫ+µ (pi, pA) = −
p∗i⊥
pi⊥
ǫ+Lµ(pi) ,
ǫ+µ (pi, pB) = −
p∗i⊥
pi⊥
ǫ+Rµ(pi) (101)
ǫ+µ (pB, pA) = −ǫ+Lµ(pB) ,
ǫ+µ (pA, pB) = ǫ
+
Rµ(pA) .
B Multi-Regge kinematics
In the multi-Regge kinematics, we require that the gluons are strongly ordered in rapidity
and have comparable transverse momentum (1),
y0 ≫ y1 ≫ ...≫ yn+1; |pi⊥| ≃ |p⊥| . (102)
Momentum conservation (84) then becomes
0 =
n+1∑
i=0
pi⊥ ,
p+A ≃ p+0 , (103)
p−B ≃ p−n+1 .
The Mandelstam invariants (85) are reduced to,
sˆ = 2pA · pB ≃ p+0 p−n+1
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sˆAi = −2pA · pi ≃ −p+0 p−i (104)
sˆBi = −2pB · pi ≃ −p+i p−n+1
sˆij = 2pi · pj ≃ |pi⊥||pj⊥|e|yi−yj | ,
to leading accuracy. The spinor products (88) become,
〈pipj〉 ≃ −
√√√√p+i
p+j
pj⊥ for yi > yj ,
〈pApi〉 ≃ −
√√√√p+0
p+i
pi⊥ , (105)
〈pipB〉 ≃ −
√
p+i p
−
n+1 ,
〈pApB〉 ≃ −
√
p+0 p
−
n+1 .
C Next-to-leading corrections in the forward-rapidity
region
We consider the production of 3 gluons of momenta k1, k2 and p
′ in the scattering
between two gluons of momenta k0 and p, with gluon 4-momenta as given by eq.(83),
with k0 ≡ pA and p ≡ pB. Gluons k1 and k2 are produced in the forward-rapidity region
of gluon k0 with likewise rapidity, and are separated by a large rapidity interval from p
′.
In addition, the produced gluons have comparable transverse momenta (16),
y1 ≃ y2 ≫ y′ ; |k1⊥| ≃ |k2⊥| ≃ |p′⊥| . (106)
Momentum conservation (84) then yields,
0 = k1⊥ + k2⊥ + p
′
⊥ ,
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k+0 ≃ k+1 + k+2 , (107)
p− ≃ p′− ,
and accordingly the Mandelstam invariants (85) may be written as,
sˆ = 2k0 · p ≃ (k+1 + k+2 )p′− ,
uˆ = −2k0 · p′ ≃ −(k+1 + k+2 )p′− ,
uˆi = −2p · ki ≃ −k+i p′− ,
tˆi = −2k0 · ki ≃ −(k+1 + k+2 )k−i , (108)
tˆ = −2p · p′ ≃ −|p′⊥|2 ,
sˆ12 = 2k1 · k2 = k+1 k−2 + k−1 k+2 − k1⊥k∗2⊥ − k∗1⊥k2⊥ ,
to leading accuracy, with i = 1, 2. The spinor products (88) become
〈k0p〉 = −
√
sˆ ≃ −
√
(k+1 + k
+
2 )p
′− ,
〈k0p′〉 = −
√√√√ k+0
p′+
p′⊥ ≃
p′⊥
|p′⊥|
〈k0p〉 ,
〈k0ki〉 = −
√√√√k+0
k+i
ki⊥ ≃ −
√√√√k+1 + k+2
k+i
ki⊥ ,
〈kip〉 = −
√
p−k+i ≃ −
√
k+i p
′− , (109)
〈p′p〉 = −
√
p−p′+ ≃ −|p′⊥| ,
〈kip′〉 = ki⊥
√
p′+
k+i
− p′⊥
√√√√ k+i
p′+
≃ −p′⊥
√√√√ k+i
p′+
,
〈k1k2〉 = k1⊥
√√√√k+2
k+1
− k2⊥
√√√√k+1
k+2
,
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with i = 1, 2. From eq.(95), the gluon polarization vectors are
ǫ+µ (p, k0) = −
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,
i√
2
)
ǫ+µ (k0, p) =
(
0, 0;
1√
2
,− i√
2
)
(110)
ǫ+µ (pi, k0) = −
p∗i⊥
pi⊥
(√
2 pi⊥
p−i
, 0;
1√
2
,
i√
2
)
ǫ+µ (pi, p) =
(
0,
√
2 p∗i⊥
p+i
;
1√
2
,− i√
2
)
,
with pi = k1, k2, p
′.
We straightforwardly extend the kinematics (16) to the production of n + 2 gluons
of momenta k1, k2 and pi, with i = 1, ..., n, in the scattering between two gluons of
momenta k0 and p, with gluons k1 and k2 in the forward-rapidity region of gluon k0,
yk1 ≃ yk2 ≫ yp1 ≫ ...≫ ypn ; |k1⊥| ≃ |k2⊥| ≃ |pi⊥| , (111)
with 1 = i, ..., n. Momentum conservation (107) simply generalizes to,
0 = k1⊥ + k2⊥ +
n∑
i=1
pi⊥ ,
k+0 ≃ k+1 + k+2 , (112)
p− ≃ p−n .
In the spinor products (109) we must replace the label p′ with pn, and consider the
additional spinor products
〈k0pi〉 = −
√√√√k+0
p+i
pi⊥ ≃ −
√√√√k+1 + k+2
p+i
pi⊥ ,
〈pip〉 = −
√
p−p+i ≃ −
√
p+i p
−
n , (113)
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〈kjpi〉 = kj⊥
√√√√p+i
k+j
− pi⊥
√√√√k+j
p+i
≃ −pi⊥
√√√√k+j
p+i
,
with i = 1, ..., n− 1 and j = 1, 2.
D Next-to-leading corrections in the central-rapidity
region
We consider the production of 4 gluons of momenta p′A, k1, k2 and p
′
B in the scattering
between two gluons of momenta pA and pB. We require that gluons k1 and k2 have
likewise rapidity and are produced far away from the forward-rapidity regions, with all
the gluons having comparable transverse momenta,
y′A ≫ y1 ≃ y2 ≫ y′B ; |k1⊥| ≃ |k2⊥| ≃ |p′A⊥| ≃ |p′B⊥| . (114)
The momentum conservation has the same form as in the multi-Regge kinematics (103)
0 = p′A⊥ + k1⊥ + k2⊥ + p
′
B⊥
p+A ≃ p′+A (115)
p−B ≃ p′−B .
To leading accuracy, and except for sˆ12, the Mandelstam invariants are the same as in
the multi-Regge kinematics (104),
sˆ = 2pA · pB ≃ p′+Ap′−B
sˆAA′ = −2pA · p′A ≃ −|p′A⊥|2
sˆAi = −2pA · ki ≃ −p′+Ak−i
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sˆAB′ = −2pA · p′B ≃ −p′+Ap′−B
sˆBA′ = −2pB · p′A ≃ −p′+Ap′−B
sˆBi = −2pB · ki ≃ −k+i p′−B (116)
sˆBB′ = −2pB · p′B ≃ −|p′B⊥|2
sˆA′i = 2p
′
A · ki ≃ p′+Ak−i
sˆB′i = 2p
′
B · ki ≃ k+i p′−B
sˆA′B′ = 2p
′
A · p′B ≃ p′+Ap′−B
sˆ12 = 2k1 · k2 = k+1 k−2 + k−1 k+2 − k1⊥k∗2⊥ − k∗1⊥k2⊥ ,
however, anytime a difference of invariants is taken such that the leading terms cancel, the
invariants (116) must be determined to next-to-leading accuracy. The spinor products
(88) become,
〈pApB〉 ≃ 〈p′ApB〉 ≃ −
√
p′+Ap
′−
B
〈pAp′B〉 ≃ 〈p′Ap′B〉 = −
√√√√p′+A
p′+B
p′B⊥
〈pAki〉 ≃ 〈p′Aki〉 = −
√√√√p′+A
k+i
ki⊥
〈kipB〉 ≃ −
√
k+i p
′−
B (117)
〈kip′B〉 ≃ −
√√√√ k+i
p′+B
p′B⊥
〈pAp′A〉 ≃ −p′A⊥
〈p′BpB〉 ≃ −|p′B⊥|
〈k1k2〉 = k1⊥
√√√√k+2
k+1
− k2⊥
√√√√k+1
k+2
.
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